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Are they really “cons”, or does this plan already solve them (more so than the
alternative/mansions route)?

•Traffic – one-time construction vs. years of construction coming and going on mansions.
And road/ traffic improvements won’t be part of mansions’ approval.

•Views – Marisol plan designed and redesigned with that in mind. Something private

builders will not be so careful of.
•Bluff safety— soil engineers, tests, location on bluff vs next door to the north...60-foot

set-back!
•Not a “one & done” vote in March. Then there is Design Review – City Council approval,

Coastal Development Permit, Coastal Commission of Local Coastal Program Amendment.
Carl Winston

Del Mar
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Kudos to Gaasterland
and Druker for trying
to protect Del Mar

We would like to thank Councilmembers
Terry Gaasterland and David Druker for
listening to Del Mar residents at the Jan. 13
City Council meeting. They – alone – tried
mightily to protect us against the California
Coastal Commission’s strong-arm attempts to
harm our community.

We appreciate Councilmembers
Gaasterland’s and Druker’s mindful
representation. They are setting the standard
for “listening to learn” leaders.

We look forward to standing
shoulder-to-shoulder with Councilmembers
Gaasterland and Druker and with all our
neighbors in the coming months to protect
and preserve our beach and coastal
community from the threats that loom as we
work to get our local coastal program
amendment approved as is – or withdrawn
completely.

Jerry Jacobs, President
Del Mar Beach Preservation Coalition

Build the right school
for Del Mar's children

Is Del Mar Union School District’s (DMUSD)
current rebuild design for Del Mar Heights
Elementary School the only one that can keep
our children safe? The only design that enables
a great education? The only one that provides
parking for the teachers? Of course not. The
supporters of the proposed design insist that
those of us trying to save the school field don’t
care about the safety and education of our
children. They also assert that we only care
about the views (though 99% of us have zero
impact from the views). As a mom to two
current Del Mar Heights students, that
reasoning is both offensive and not true. What
we care about is building the right school for
Del Mar’s children.

Finalizing the design plans during the
summer, behind closed doors, has created a
deeply flawed and divisive process. In
September the community was presented with,
in effect, a done deal, and every suggestion to
preserve more field space since, has been

methodically shut down. Over and over we
have been presented with selective details
obviously orchestrated to support the proposed
design and to refute the possibility of change.

This design prioritizes parking; prioritizes
traffic queue; prioritizes single stories;
prioritizes small, outdoor learning spaces; and
prioritizes centralizing the campus. Some of
the educational concepts sound wonderful, but
they come at a huge cost - more than half of
the school field and more than half of the
blacktop. The outdoor play area falls dismally
short of California Department of Education
minimum requirements. This design gives
lowest priority to what many children love
most about going to school and what many
experts believe to be a critical component of an
elementary school education. It comes at the
expense of a field that has promoted the health
and well being of Del Mar’s children for
generations.

Greta Thunberg is Time’s Person of the Year.
Climate change is arguably the biggest issue
our children will face. They are growing up in a
time when environmental impact should be
front and center in every decision we make.
This design doesn’t even guarantee solar. A few
trees will be planted to offset, basically, paving
a whole new road around the campus. This
design encourages parents to get in their cars

and drive to school, when the world is
focusing on ways to walk, bike and use mass
transit like school buses. Our children will
judge us for our lack of foresight, and they
should.

Building Del Mar Heights School fast has
become a higher priority than building the
school right. This school is being built to meet
the needs of our children for the next 50 years.
We need to do better, even if that means a new
design.

Nicole Pentheroudakis
Del Mar

Del Mar deserves better!
Last weekend in Del Mar, California, most

locals and visitors were enjoying a day at the
beach, reading a book, or simply relaxing and
taking in the spectacular vistas and wonderful
life. Sadly, as this was going on there were
several transgressions occurring at the same
time: there were thefts of personal property,
trespassing, along with harassment and threats
assailing Del Mar residents and businesses.

Equally disconcerting, there was no law
enforcement presence to deal with or thwart
these threats and malevolence. I recall that in
recent local elections, promises were made to
the citizenry by City Council candidates that

our safety and code enforcement would be a
premium concern...clearly this promise has not
been fulfilled.

Local residents are reduced to taking
photographs of perpetrators of criminal actions
and bullying behavior and sharing these on
social media sites to inform their neighbors of
these threats; all the while, one city council
member openly applauded the uncivil
mayhem…..where is the promised protection?

Where is the civility?
Many share my view that this must be

addressed - enough! It is both a matter of
civility and security that all who reside and
enjoy our quaint and beautiful village can feel
safe and protected in Del Mar. We demand that
our leadership recognize their obligation to
ensure that our homes are secure and that we
can walk the streets without the prospect of
being bullied or harassed.

We must be better and we need action now!
T. Pat Stubbs

Del Mar

Lifeguards should
go fossil free

I grew up in Solana Beach and now come
back to bring my son to visit his grandparents.
Like most parents, I have taught my young
child to have a healthy awareness and distance
from cars. Recently, while visiting the beach, I
noticed a big truck cruising down the beach. It
was a quiet day with few beachgoers. I couldn’t
figure out why a lifeguard needed to tear down
the beach when there was clearly no action. As
the truck passed, the fresh air of the ocean was
spoiled, and my son froze in place. I realized
how unnecessary it is — with electric ATVs,
electric cargo bicycles, etc. — to still have our
wealthy communities supporting gas-powered
vehicles. The dissonance in our beachfront
community as a healthy place, while allowing
fossil fuel-powered vehicles to roam should be
reconciled. Many of our lifeguards choose the
job because of the opportunity to serve their
community and spend time in nature. It’s time
our lifeguard agencies upgrade by simplifying
and finding more congruence in their modes
of transportation and their jobs.

Yogi Hendlin
Environmental Philosopher and Public Health

Scientist

OUR READERS WRITE (CONTINUED)

Contrast of the existing Del Mar Heights School field and blacktop with the proposed
new school field and blacktop. (from playoutsidedelmar.org website)

COURTESY

Willamette University.
For many years, she ran just for

fitness, logging about 10-mile
weeks. About a year ago, she
made the commitment to
completely overhaul her lifestyle,
focusing on her health, wellness
and nutrition and bumping up
her mileage.

“I really just wanted to push
myself out of my comfort zone,”
said Raskin, whose weekly long
runs became progressively longer.

Soon she was putting in 60-75

mile weeks, working up to long
runs of 22-24 miles. She did a lot
of reading about what it takes to
qualify for Boston and created her
own plan, cross-training and
lifting at Bay Club Carmel Valley.

Her training process was similar
to what she does as a design
engineer at Del Mar, creating
authentic learning experiences
for students as they work to break
away from the traditional school
system. Through design thinking,
Raskin aims to prepare students
to solve real-world problems by
teaching them effective ways of

learning and collaborating.
Design thinking includes
maker-centered learning where
students are asked to research,
plan, reflect and build.

Raskin’s running took the same
route that she taught her
students: “Set clear goals, plan for
success, be willing to take risks
and persevere through the
challenges.”

As a former basketball player,
Raskin is also a big believer in the
philosophy of John Wooden, the
legendary UCLA basketball coach
who won 10 NCAA titles.

Wooden defined success as the
“peace of mind and
self-satisfaction in knowing you
did your best to become the best
that you are capable of
becoming.”

So Raskin focused on being her
best, “to put myself in the best
condition to be as successful as I
possibly could,” she said.

She arrived at the starting line
fully prepared but as with trying
anything new, she still had a little
self doubt. Before the race began,
her husband asked if she would
join up with one of the pace

groups but Raskin declined—at
the time, she was thinking that
she just wanted to finish.

She started out at about a 7:20
pace, working up to an average
pace of 7:10 per mile, “I just felt
good all the way through,” there
was never even a hint that she
would hit the dreaded wall.
Raskin ended up coming in about
30 minutes faster than she had
anticipated—and after 26.2 miles,
she still didn’t feel like stopping,
she felt like she could keep on
going.
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